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Changing office work environments are always a 

challenge while setting up a new office. 

Collaborative work culture, growing young workforce, 

easy access to technology, multi-skilled personnel and 

diminishing hierarchies are the order of the day. 

This requires an office which is contemporary in styling, 

simple to maintain and easily scalable. 

X BENCH offers all this and much more.

Open Office Architecture Systems
pioneered by Wipro Furniture Business
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Simplicity lends everything a beauty of style 

that reflects grace and good rhythm.

Simplicity

Minimalistic

Minimalistic design focuses on what is most 

important; knowing what to leave out and what 

to put in just where and just how.

Functionality

Functionality in design comes from Innovative 

material selection, sensible construction 

techniques and modern aesthetics.

The soul of Open Office Architecture
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Inspired from the needs of a young, dynamic, mobile and 

tech savvy user in a contemporary office, X Bench makes 

smart use of space, material and technology.

Smart & Contemporary

„ Pleasing aesthetics

„ Seamless integration of functionality and convenience

„ Ideal for light and trendy open offices
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Simple and Convenient

Glass Screen Fabric Screen
with pin up strip

* For Glass and Fabric colours please refer respective shade card.

Screen Options

Accessory Tray

Choice of Fabric / Glass Screen

Sturdy Bracket

Pin up Strip / Accessory Rail

Name Plate

Hang on Marker Board

X Bench is designed to complement the hassle-free work 

style of a young and energetic generation.

Power beam
Power beam integrates

the wire management 
inside the beam

Clean understructure
Clutter free understructure 
creates a pleasing  imagery

To easily access 
power from table top Back to back single 

table top for seamless look

Seamless table top

Variety of options 
and colours 

Privacy Screens

Squeezee / Access flap

Fit for Function
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Access Flap Squeezee

The raceways can accommodate upto 

80-100 nos of data and power cables.

Wire management in X Bench is discreet and simple. 

X Bench offers access to power from both the table 

top as well as on the power beams which are fitted 

just under the table top.

Access Flap & Squeezee offer ultimate convenience to power up all 

electrical, data and communication connectivity on the work surface.

Easy power integration

XB SP 409

Light Metallic Grey (CRCA)

XB KO SW XB KL AL XB KL MW XB KL OM

XB SP 440

Light Metallic Grey
(CRCA)

Frosty White Asian Maple Walnut

XB SP 416

XB SP 427 XB SP 439

XB KO PP XB KL MO

XB SP 402 XB SP 422 XB SP 425

XB SP 435 XB SP 447

„

„

Table Tops and Aisle Side 
Modesty panels: 
Pre-laminated particle board with 

PVC edge banding.

Inline Modesty: CRCA with 
powder coating.

„ Understructure: Made of ERW 

tubular structure powder coated 

for long life.

„ Screens: Fabric screens with pin-up 

band on top encased in alumunium 

extrusion.  

Shared Pre-Laminated Pedestal Unit of Size 400mm (W) x 345mm (D) x 675mm (H) can be offered with following options:

4 Drawers with 4 Individual Locks 

4 Drawers with 2 Locks 

„

„

Specifications

„ Glass screen with 8mm thick 

laminated glass.

Hang on Accessories: Marker Board / Moulded Name Plate / Accessory Tray

Screen Sizes

Length: 750 / 900 / 1050 / 1200 / 1350 / 1500

Height: 400

Length of Table Tops: 
Width: 600 / 750

900 / 1050 / 1200 / 1350 / 1500 / 1650

X Bench is designed to complement the hassle-free work 

style of a young and energetic generation.

Power beam
Power beam integrates

the wire management 
inside the beam

Clean understructure
Clutter free understructure 
creates a pleasing  imagery

To easily access 
power from table top Back to back single 

table top for seamless look

Seamless table top

Variety of options 
and colours 

Privacy Screens

Squeezee / Access flap

Fit for Function
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Innovation and Design is a way of life at Wipro. We reserve the right to modify the product without prior intimation. www.wiprofurniturebusiness.com
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With a large table top and integrated wire management, 

X Meet offers the same sleek and light look of X Bench and is 

a perfect companion for your meeting and conference rooms.

X Meet Conference table

Sizes

„

„

„

„

„

6 Seater - 1100 x 1800

8 Seater  - 1100 x 2400

10 Seater - 1100 x 3300

12 Seater - 1500 x 3900

14 Seater  - 1500 x 4500

Wipro Enterprises Private Limited - Furniture Business

Doddakannelli, Sarjapur Road, Bangalore - 560035

Customer care number: 1800 425 1969  Write to us at vibrant.solutions@wipro.com

Ahmedabad: +91 79 40073546, Bangalore: +91 80 40541237, Chandigarh: +91 172 2661355, Chennai: +91 9500088426 

Cochin: +91 9387881504, Hyderabad: +91 40 27176082, Indore: +91 731 4023486, Kolkata: +91 33 22829268 

Mumbai: +91 7406002777, Nagpur: +91 712 2233562, New Delhi: +91 11 41708122, Pune: +91 20 25535081 

Vadodara: +91 8758856507


